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HISTORIC PRESERVATION COMMISSION
Isiah Leggett Jef Fuller

County Executive Chairperson

Date: 2/06/08

MEMORANDUM

TO: Carla Reid, Director
Department of Permitting Services

FROM: Anne Fothergill
Planner Coordinator
Historic Preservation Section-Planning Department
Maryland-National Capital Park & Planning Commission

SUBJECT: Historic Area Work Permit #469040 — second floor addition and window replacement

The Montgomery County Historic Preservation Commission (HPC) has reviewed the attached application for a
Historic Area Work Permit (HAWP). This application was approved at the November 13, 2007 HPC meeting.

THE BUILDING PERMIT FOR THIS PROJECT SHALL BE ISSUED CONDITIONAL UPON ADHERENCE
TO THE ABOVE APPROVED HAWP CONDITIONS AND MAY REQUIRE APPROVAL BY DPS OR
ANOTHER LOCAL OFFICE BEFORE WORK CAN BEGIN.

Applicant: Bob Kyle and Kate Fulton
Address: 4 East Irving Street, Chevy Chase

This HAWP approval is subject to the general condition that the applicant will obtain all other applicable
Montgomery County or local government agency permits. After the issuance of these permits, the applicant must
contact this Historic Preservation Office if any changes to the approved plan are made.
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Historic Preservation Commission 91109 Spring Street, Suite 801 9 Silver Spring, MD 20910 0301 /563-3400.301 /563-3412 FAX
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APPLICATION FOR UN'i
HISTORIC AREA WORK PERMIT

Contact Person: 

L2-
C,}14RE 2 

` tjoy $ 

g
( 

jDaytime Phone No.: X u  - S r*

Tax Account No.:

Name of Property Owner:'BO$ KYLE *t5 ! ~Fw[•.."C0N Daytime Phone No.:

Address: EAST 1 g yi Isr T (Q,~-6~`( l_-HAse- MID 2-!r!f 15
Street Number Crty Steet 

/~33S-12-2-5-

"-,o"-,oCode

Contractorr: kgK ~Talyw + haae e> Phone No.: C~ 33S - r122 S
Contractor Registration No.: 4I2-5-6 
Agent for Owner. ((fit$ SNfJ~~Fift + EtAMk-fOt*+ 

ENOKIMK, Daytime Phone No.: ZO2j 332- - I6

Av.oAI TE.c.Ts _
LOCAT OTN F~UILBING BEMIS 

c
House Number: !q— 

Street SST 1111 I) 
p
S

/ 
, 

`~ 
~

Town/City: l S{ ,At Nearest ~~C3N►JE~?f C.Lt T r 1~G1yyiE

Lot:_ Block: Subdivision:

Libor: Folio: Parcel:

P1R ONE: TYPEIF PERMITACTIONIND USE

IA. CHECK ALL APPLICABLE: CHECK ALL APPLICABLE:

*Construct E3Extend YAtter/Renovate V A/C ❑ Slab Room Addition ❑ Porch ❑ Deck ❑ Shed

C Move ❑ Install ❑ Wreck/Raze ❑ Solar ❑ Fireplace ❑ Woodburning Stove ❑ Single Family

❑ Revision ❑ Repair ❑ Revocable ❑ Fence/Wall (complete Section 4) ❑ Other:

1B. Construction cost estimate: $ 2,m, 8'00

1 C. If this is a revision of a previously approved active permit, see Permit #

ART TWO: COMPLETE FOR NEW CONSTRUCTION AND EXTEND/ADDITIONS

2A. Type of sewage disposal: 01 WSSC 02 ❑ Septic 03 ❑ Other:

2B. Type of water supply: 01 WSSC 02 ❑ Well 03, E3 Other:

ART THREE: CO PETE ONLY FOR FENCE/RETAINING WALL

3A. Height feet inches

38. Indicate whether the fence or retaining wall is to be constructed on one of the following locations:

❑ On party line/property line ❑ Entirely on land of owner ❑ On public right of way/easement

/ hereby certify that 1 have the authority to make the foregoing application, that the application is correc4 and that the construction will comply with plans
approved by all agencies li 1 here acknowledge and accept this to be a condition for the issuance of this permit.

Signetur of owner or authorized agent Date

r

Approved: fo Cho"iperson, Historic erva n Commission

—-bDisapproved: Signature: :t"" Date:

Application/Permit No.: ` Date Filed: Date Issued:

Edit 6/21/99 SEE REVERSE SIDE FOR INSTRUCTIONS



1. WRITTEN DESCRIPTION OF PROJECT

a. Description of existing structurels) and environmental setting, including their historical features and significance:

The existing house is a colonial revival style, 2-story residence with an attic built in 1906, and is a
contributing resource within the Chevy Chase Village Historic District. While the main mass of the house
exists, numerous alterations have occurred. The front porch was removed sometime between 1936 and
1953. In 1953, a fire destroyed the front of the house, resulting in more changes including windows on the
Second Floor and in the Attic. After the fire, the roof and attic were replaced but not to their original design.
Additions at the rear and side occurred in the 1980s and 1990s. The current owner restored the front porch
to its original design in 2000.

b. General description of project and its effect on the historic resource(s), the environmental setting, and, where applicable, the historic district

The project is a second story addition above the existing First Floor Family Room that would provide space
for a new Master Bedroom Suite. We also propose to restore the front Second Floor and Attic windows to
their original design and carry the 3-over-1 lite pattern into the new addition. The proposed second story
addition is set back from the street, and the ridge height of the new roof will be lower than that of the existing
main house to keep the massing of the addition compatible with the existing house as well as other houses
in the neighborhood. The proposal is a carefully scaled addition that has been properly detailed to work with
the existing house, and to meet the criteria for moderate scrutiny set forth in the Chevy Chase Village
Historic District Guidelines.

2. SITE PLAN

Site and environmental setting, drawn to scale. You may use your plat. Your site plan must include:

a. the scale, north arrow, and date;

b. dimensions of all existing and proposed structures; and

c. site features such as walkways, driveways, fences, ponds, streams, trash dumpsters, mechanical equipment, and landscaping.

3. PLANS AND ELEVATIONS

You must submit 2 copies of plans and elevations in a format no larger than 11" x 17" Plans on 6 1/2" x 11" paper are preferred

a. Schematic construction plans, with marked dimensions, indicating location, sue and general type of wells, window and door openings, and other
fixed features of both the existing resource(sl and the proposed work.

b. Elevations (facades), with marked dimensions, clearly indicating proposed work in relation to existing construction and, when appropriate, context.
All materials and fixtures proposed for the exterior must be noted on the elevations drawings. An existing and a proposed elevation drawing of each
facade affected by the proposed work is required.

4. MATERIALS SPECIFICATIONS

General description of materials, and manufactured 'items proposed for incorporation in the work of the project. This information may be included on your
design drawings.

5. PHOTOGRAPHS

a. Clearly labeled photographic prints of each facade of existing resource, including details of the affected portions. All labels should be placed on the
front of photographs.

b. Clearly label photographic prints of the resource as viewed from the public right-of-way and of the adjoining properties. All labels should be placed on
the front of photographs.

6. TREE SURVEY

If you are proposing construction adjacent to or within the dripline of any tree 6" or larger in diameter (at approximately 4 feet above the ground), you
must file an accurate tree survey identifying the size, location, and species of each tree of at least that dimension.

7. ADDRESSES OF ADJACENT AND CONFRONTING PROPERTY OWNERS

For ALL projects, provide an accurate list of adjacent and confronting property owners (not tenants), including names, addresses, and zip codes. This list
should include the owners of all lots'or parcels which adjoin the parcel in question, as well as the owners) of lot(s) or parcel(s) which lie directly across
the street/highway from the parcel in question. You can obtain this information from the Department of Assessments and Taxation, 51 Monroe Street,
Rockville, (301/279-1355).

PLEASE PRINT (IN BLUE OR BLACK INK) OR TYPE THIS INFORMATION ON THE FOLLOWING PAGE.
PLEASE STAY WITHIN THE GUIDES OF THE TEMPLATE, AS THIS WILL BE PHOTOCOPIED DIRECTLY ONTO MAILING LABELS.



Existing Property Condition Photographs (duplicate as needed)
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Existing Property Condition Photographs (duplicate as needed)
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MONTGOMERY COUNTY HISTORIC PRESERVATION COMMISSION
STAFF REPORT

Address: 4 East Irving Street, Chevy Chase Meeting Date: 11/14/2007

Resource: Contributing Resource Report Date: 11/07/2007
Chevy Chase Village Historic District

Applicant: Bob Kyle and Kate Fulton (Chris Snowber, Architect) Public Notice: 10/31/2007

Review: HAWP Tax Credit: Partial

Case Number: 35/13-07KK Staff: Anne Fothergill

PROPOSAL: Second story addition and alterations to house

STAFF RECOMMENDATION

Staff recommends that the HPC approve this HAWP application.

BACKGROUND

The applicants came to the HPC for a Preliminary Consultation on October 10, 2007. At that time, the
HPC was very supportive of the proposal and recommended no changes and advised the applicants to
submit an application. The transcript is in Circles J!& - ZG and the Local Advisory Panel's
comments from the Preliminary Consultation are in Circle 3)

ARCHITECTURAL DESCRIPTION

SIGNIFICANCE: Contributing Resource within the Chevy Chase Village Historic District
STYLE: Colonial Revival
DATE: 1906

PROPOSAL

The applicants are proposing to add a second story to an existing 1996 addition on the right side of the
house. The addition will have wood siding, wood windows and trim,a nd an asphalt shingle roof. The
applicants are also proposing to restore the second and third floor windows that were replaced after a 1953
fire. The second floor windows would be 3-over-1 double hung wood windows and the attic windows
would be multi-lite wood casements. See existing and proposed plans in Circles +'1 -4- .

APPLICABLE GUIDELINES

When reviewing alterations and new construction within the Chevy Chase Village Historic District several
documents are to be utilized as guidelines to assist the Commission in developing their decision. These
documents include the historic preservation review guidelines in the approved and adopted amendment for
the Chevy Chase Village Historic District (Guidelines), Montgomery County Code Chapter 24A (Chapter
24A), and the Secretary of the Interior's Standards for Rehabilitation (Standards). The pertinent
information in these documents is outlined below.

0



Chevy Chase Village Historic District

The Guidelines define a Contributing Resource as "A resource which contributes to the overall character of the
district and its streetscape, but which is of secondary architectural and historical significance. A resource may be
classified as contributing if it is a common or ubiquitous example of an architectural style that is important to the
historic district, or if it was an outstanding resource that, while still identifiable as a specific architectural style, has
lost some degree of its architectural integrity due to alterations. Contributing resources add to the overall streetscape
due to their size, scale, and architectural character."

The Guidelines break down specific projects into three levels of review - Lenient, Moderate and Strict Scrutiny.

"Lenient Scrutiny" means that the emphasis of the review should be on issues of general massing and scale, and
compatibility with the surrounding streetscape, and should allow for a very liberal interpretation of preservation
rules. Most changes should be permitted unless there are major problems with massing, scale or compatibility.

"Moderate Scrutiny" involves a higher standard of review than "lenient scrutiny." Besides issues of massing, scale
and compatibility, preserving the integrity of the resource is taken into account. Alterations should be designed so
that the altered structure still contributes to the district. Use of compatible new materials, rather than the original
building materials, should be permitted. Planned changes should be compatible with the structure's existing design,
but should not be required to replicate its architectural style.

"Strict Scrutiny" means that the planned changes should be reviewed to insure that the integrity of the significant
exterior architectural or landscaping features and details is not compromised. However, strict scrutiny should not be
"strict in theory but fatal in fact" i.e. it does not mean that there can be no changes but simply that the proposed
changes should be reviewed with extra care.

Specifically, the Guidelines state:

o Lot coverage should be subject to strict scrutiny, in view of the critical importance of preserving the
Village's open park-like character.

o Second or third story additions or expansions which do not exceed the footprint of the first story
should be subject to moderate scrutiny, in view of the predominance of large scale issues in the Village.

Montgomery County Code; Chapter 24A

A HAWP permit should be issued if the Commission fmds that:

1. The proposal will not substantially alter the exterior features of a historic site or historic resource

within a historic district.
.2. The proposal is compatible in character and nature with the historical archaeological, architectural

or cultural features of the historic site or the historic district in which a historic resource is located

and would not be detrimental thereto of to the achievement of the purposes of this chapter.

In the case of an application for work on a historic resource located within a historic district, the
Commission shall be lenient in its judgment of plans for structures of little historical or design significance

or for plans involving new construction, unless such plans would seriously impair the historic or
architectural value surrounding historic resources or would impair the character of the historic district.

Secretary of the Interior's Standards for Rehabilitation:

# 2: The historic character of a property will be retained and preserved. The removal of distinctive materials or
alteration of features, spaces, and spatial relationships that characterize a property will be avoided.

01



#9: New additions, exterior alterations, or related new construction will not destroy historic materials, features, and
spatial relationships that characterize the property, The new work shall be differentiated from the old and will
be compatible with the historic materials, features, size, scale and proportion, and massing to protect the
integrity of the property and its environment.

STAFF DISCUSSION

When the applicants came to the Commission for a Preliminary Consultation, the Commission fully
supported the proposal. The discussion from the previous staff report is in Circle 34

Staff finds that the addition and alterations are sensitive to the historic house and the streetscape and that
the location of the addition is an attempt to minimize adverse impacts to the historic massing. Staff
recommends that the HPC approve this application.

STAFF RECOMMENDATION

Staff recommends that the Commission approve the HAWP application as being consistent with Chapter
24A-8(b)(1) & (2);

and with the Secretary of the Interior's Standards for Rehabilitation;

and with the general condition that the applicant shall present the 3 permit sets of drawings, if
applicable, to Historic Preservation Commission (HPC) staff for review and stamping prior to
submission for the Montgomery County Department of Permitting Services (DPS) building permits;

and with the general condition that the applicant shall notify the Historic Preservation Staff if they propose
to make any alterations to the approved plans.

0



RETURN TO: DEPARTMENT OF PERMITTING SLHVICI-S
255 ROCKVILLE PIKE. 2nd FLOOR e 20850OPS-S8o{ • t

• it 76 • HISTORIC PRESERVATION COMMISSION
3011563-3400

APPLICATION FOR ~~~c~ ~y U
HISTORIC AREA WORK

? 

PERMIT
Contact Par lson: 

(Z02-)
,blms 

SN ot~ YA

Daytime Phone No.: (Z02 
l 
1 332--  S-116

Tax Account No.:

Name of Property Owner: T69,KYLE.
// n 

5 
C- /

Atft, (E &r0tJ Daytime Phone No.: ̀  
/ 
2 O1~ b 3 / ' b00

Address: A r7t%-r lKyi x ~~PWT EHgwy C iAse MD 20F15
Street Number City Steet L

/

p Coda

Contractors: ~Amo , ~T~tN
—

au 4- Au&A ~lES
/

Phone No.: 624 -3:3s'~ " / 22 S
Contractor Registrati

io~-n~, 
No.: 412,

t
0

Agent for Owner: Cly's Swow—%K 9""Vo-i SMoWW Daytime Phone No.: 202 332—
~.►-1tT&.GT

LOCATION OF BUILDING/PREMISE

House Number: :- Street r yI tJc-r &Cgze %
/~

Town/City: l E&N .HJtSE Nearest Cross Street
/~
l ywws rl t'f t.T r f 

d
/GNVLE

Lot_ Block: 2L Subdivision:

Libor. Folio: Pam&

IF PERMIT ACTLON D USE

1A. CHECK ALL APPLICABLE: CHECK ALL APPLICABLE:

10 
Construct ❑ Extend YAltw/Renovate V A/C O Slab Room Addition ❑ Porch O Deck O Shad

O Move ❑ Install ❑ Wreck/Raze ❑ Solar ❑ Fneplatxt ❑ Woodburning Stove O Single Family

❑ Revision O Repair O Revocable O Fence/Well(compkm Section 4) ❑ Other.

1B. Construction cost estimate: S 2A, oro

1C. If this is a revision of a previously approved active permit, see Permit #

R C ,LM FOR NEWCONSTRUCTION AND EXTEND/ADIDITION

2A. Type of sewage disposal: Ot WSSC 02 ❑ Septic 03 ❑ Other.

28. Type of water supply: 01 WSSC 02 ❑ Well 03 O Other:

PA EE: 0lPLETE ONLYFENCEMETAINING WAL

3A. Height feet inches

38. Indicate whether the fence or retaining wall is to be constructed on one of the following locations:

O On party line/propertyline ❑ Entirely on land of owner O On public right of way/easement

I hereby certify that I have the authority to make the foregoing application, that the application is correct and that the construction will comply with plans
approved by all agencies li I here acknowledge and accept this to be a condition for the issuance of this permit.

J/m tir°r 6~
Signature of owrw or authorized agent - Date

Approved: For Chairperson, Historic Preservation Commission

Disapproved: Signature: Data:

Application/Permit No.: Date Filed: Date Issued:

Edit 6/21/99 SEE REVERSE SIDE FOR INSTRUCTIONS



THE FOLLOWING ITEMS MUST BE COMPLETED AND THE
REQUIRED DOCUMENTS MUST ACCOMPANY THIS APPLICATION.

1. WRITTEN DESCRIPTION OF PROJECT

a Description of existing strttcdrro(sl end envirom wrW setting, iridWkV their td torical feabeea end significance:

The existing house is a colonial revival style, 2-story residence with an attic built in 1906, and is a
contributing resource within the Chevy Chase Village Historic District. While the main mass of the house
exists, numerous alterations have occurred. The front porch was removed sometime between 1936 and
1953. In 1953, a fire destroyed the front of the house, resulting in more changes including windows on the
Second Floor and in the Attic. After the fire, the roof and attic were replaced but not to their original design.
Additions at the rear and side occurred in the 1980s and 1990s.. The current owner restored the front porch
to its original design in 2000.

b. General description of project and its effect on the historic resource(s), the environmental setting, "where applicable, the historic district

The project is a second story addition above the existing First Floor Family Room that would provide space
for a new Master Bedroom Suite. We also propose to restore the front Second Floor and Attic windows to
their original design and carry the 3-over-1 lite pattern into the new addition. The proposed second story
addition is set back from the street, and the ridge height of the new roof will be lower than that of the existing
main house to keep the massing of the addition compatible with the existing house as well as other houses
in the neighborhood. The proposal is a carefully scaled addition that has been properly detailed to work with
the existing house, and to meet the criteria for moderate scrutiny set forth in the Chevy Chase Village
Historic District Guidelines.

1. SITE PLAN

Site and environmental setting, drawn to scale. You may use your plat Your site plan must include:

a. the scale, north arrow, and date;

b. dimensions of all existing and proposed structures; and

c. site features such as walkways, driveways, fames, ponds, streams, trash dumpsters, mechanical equipment and landscaping.

3. PLANS AND ELEVATIONS

You must submit 2 copies of plans and elevations in a format no larger than 11" x 17". Plans on 8 1/2"x 11" Paper are preferred.

Schematic construction plans, with marked dimensions, indicating location, size and general type of wells, window and door openings, and other
fixed features of both the existing resourcels) and the proposed work.

b. Elevations (facades), with marked dimensions; clearly indicating proposed work in relation to existing construction and, when appropriate, contexL
All materials and fixtures proposed for the exterior must be noted on the elevations drawings. An existing and a proposed elevation drawing of each
facade affected by the proposed work is required.

4. MATERIALS SPECIFICATIONS

General description of materials and manufactured items proposed for incorporation in the work of the project This information may be included on your
design drawings.

5. PHOTOGRAPHS

a. Clearly labeled photographic prints of each facade of existing resource, including details of the affected portions. All labels should be placed on the
front of photographs.

b. Clearly label photographic prints of the resource as viewed from the public right-of-way and of the adjoining properties. All labels should be placed on
the horn of photographs.

6. TREE SURVEY

If you are proposing construction adjacent to or within the dripline of any tree 6' or larger in diameter let approximately 4 feet above the ground), you
must file an accurate tree survey identifying the size, location, and species of each tree of at least that dimension.

7. ADDRESSES OF ADJACENT AND CONFRONTING PROPERTY OWNERS

For AIL projects, provide an accurate list of adjacent and confronting property owners (not tenants), including names, addresses, and zip codes. This list
should include the owners of all lots or parcels which adjoin the parcel in question, as well as the owner(s) of lot(s) or parcel(s) which lie directly across
the street/highway from the parcel in question. You can obtain this information from the Department of Assessments and Taxation, 51 Monroe Street
Rockville, (301/279-1355).

PLEASE PRINT (IN BLUE OR BLACK INK) OR TYPE THIS INFORMATION ON THE FOLLOWING PAGE. ~1
PLEASE STAY WITHIN THE GUIDES OF THE TEMPLATE, AS THIS WILL BE PHOTOCOPIED DIRECTLY ONTO MAILING LABELS.



HAWP APPLICATION: MAILING ADDRESSES FOR NOTIFING
[Owner, Owner's Agent, Adjacent and Confronting Property Owners]

Owner's mailing address Owner's Agent's mailing address

Bob Kyle and Kate Fulton Chris Snowber
4 East Irving Street Hamilton Snowber Architects
Chevy Chase, MD 20815 2741 Woodley Place, NW

Washington, DC 20008

Adjacent and confronting Property Owners mailing addresses

Stuart Gerson and Pamela Somers Christopher Niemczewski
3 East Irving Street 6 East Irving Street
Chevy Chase, MD 20815 Chevy Chase, MD 20815

Patrick and Erin Dorton Wayne Beyer
5 East Irving Street 8 East Irving Street
Chevy Chase, MD 20815 Chevy Chase, MD 20815

Margaret Hoffman J.J. Cafaro
7 East Irving Street 9 Chevy Chase Circle NW
Chevy Chase, MD 20815 Chevy Chase, MD 20815
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EAST IRVING STREET

H A M I L T O N
Site Plan
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Architects
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Fulton Kyle Residence

4 East Irving Street

Chevy Chase, MD 20815

October 19, 2007
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H A M I L T O N

S N O W B E R
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Fulton Kyle Residence

4 East Irving Street

Chevy Chase, MD 20815

October 19, 2007
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H A M I L T O N

S N O W B E R

Architects
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Fulton Kyle Residence

4 East Irving Street
Chevy Chase, MD 20815

October 19, 2007
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H A M I L T O N

S N O W B E R

p l

~J
Archifecfs

Existing Elevation - West Fulton Kyle Residence

4 East Irving Street

Chevy Chase, MD 20815

October 19, 2007

1/8. = V-0"



H A M I L T O N

S N O W B E R

Existing ! Proposed

Proposed Elevation - West

New shitgle roof
to match wdsttrg

Wood siding to
match existing

Attic
---- 2"' ----------

Existing

Second floorf0W -----------

Flrsf Floor
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---- Via. ----------

Fulton Kyle Residence

4 East Irving Street

Chevy Chase, MD 20815

Architects
October 19, 2007
1/8'.  _ .V-0'•



H A M I L T O N

S N O W B E R

~J

Architects

Existing Elevation - South Fulton Kyle Residence

4 East Irving Street

Chevy Chase, MD 20815

October 19, 2007

118" = 1'-0"



H A M I L T O N

S N O W B E R

Architects

Proposed Elevation - South Fulton Kyle Residence

4 East Irving Street

Chevy Chase, MD 20815

October 19, 2007

1/8" = 1'-0"
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H A M I L T O N

S N O W B E R 
Existing First Floor Plan Fulton Kyle Residence

4 East Irving Street

Chevy Chase, MD 20815

October 19, 2007
Architects 1/8" = V-0" ly
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H A M I L T O N

S N O W B E R
Existing Second Floor Plan Fulton Kyle Residence

,

4 East Irving Street
Chevy Chase, MD 20815

October 19, 2007
Architects 1/8"
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HAMILTON
Proposed Second Floor Plan Fulton Kyle Residence

S N C W B E R
4 East Irving Street

Chevy Chase, MD 20815

October 19, 2007
Architects 1/8" = 1'-0" 16



ME

H A M I L T O N

S N O W B E R
Perspective View from Street Fulton Kyle Residence

4 East Irving Street

Chevy Chase, MD 20815

Architects
October 19, 2007
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MR. FULLER: Okay. Next on the agenda is case C, a preliminary at 4 East Irving Street, Chevy

Chase. Is there a staff report?

MS. FOTHERGILL: There is. This is another contributing resource in the Chevy Chase Village

historic district, with the same architect, so you will be seeing Mr. Snowber again

In this case, the applicants are proposing to add a second story to an existing 1996 side addition. And

the applicants are also proposing to restore the second and third floor windows that were replaced after a 1953 fire.

The second floor windows would be three over one double hung wood windows, and the attic windows would be

multi-light wood casements, which is what the house had originally.

And the applicants provided a very early photo of the house, as well as the, I believe this Washington

Star article about the terrible fire in 1953. And then the condition of the house in 1999. So the house is, has had a

number of alterations over time because of these, because of the fire and other changes.

In fact, the front porch was removed at some point between that photo in 1936 and the fire in 1953.

The front porch was reconstructed in 2000 based on the original front porch. And the house also has those 1996

additions.

Again, generally, staff would recommend an addition at the rear of a contributing resource. However,

in this case they are at 31 percent lot coverage, and staff would not recommend adding anything to the footprint of

this house. And what they want is a second story, so there is that existing 1996 one-story right side rear section that

the addition can be placed on top of. It does not impact the wrap around porch which,. as mentioned, is not the

historic fabric, but it is based on the original feature.

And to put in the addition, one second story window would be removed, but it's not an original window.

As mentioned, they were replaced after the fire in 1953. The new roof line is lower than the ridge line of the historic

house, and the proposal for returning the windows to their original window types is certainly approvable.

And so overall staff supports this proposal. The, I think it's thoughtful in an attempt to minimize impact

to the historic house and the streetscape. The only thing that staff recommended was possibly to inset the rear

elevation of the addition, so that the rear left corner of the house can still read, and there isn't one long plane across

the back.



Again, the local advisory panel submitted comments that they support this proposal, and they don't, they

aren't concerned about that rear wall being flush. And that wasn't an issue for them. And I have some slides of the

house.

So this is an aerial. And you can see this is looking down at the right side of the house. And you can

see this is that 1996 addition that they would build on top of. Sorry.

And this is looking straight on at the house. You can see the windows they are proposing to replace.

And then you can see at the rear there, on the right, the location of the second story addition.

And the applicants are here, and their architect,

Mr. Snowber. Do you have any questions for staff?

MS. ALDERSON: Can you give us the rear facade shot once again, please?

MS. FOTHERGILL: You know, there is no rear in

the --

MR. SNOWBER: I have it in mine.

MS. FOTHERGILL: Oh, they have a presentation. We can show it. It's not in this Powerpoint. Sorry.

MR. FULLER: Any other questions for staff? If the applicants would please introduce themselves and

if you want to ask questions or make a presentation, please.

MR. SNOWBER: Sure. I'm Chris Snowber here with Bob Kyle and Kate Fulton, who have owned the

house since '99, 1999. So I'll go through this fairly quickly again. The staff has done a great job of explaining all of

this.

This is another aerial shot. One thing I'll point out about this, left to right, about the center, is East

Irving Street. The house is the first house in off of Connecticut Avenue, going, starting from Connecticut and go

towards the east, it's the first house there. And you can see that the, at the center bottom of the slide, a large home is

a house that faces onto Chevy Chase Circle. And that large property, plus its rear yard, extends all the way back to

East Irving Street, which is why the house is the first house on that side of the street.

MR. FULLER: Okay.

MR. SNOWBER: So here are some other images of the front of the house. And I think what we'll do
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is show you a few of these historical shots that Anne mentioned. The next shot is the photograph of the house from

around 1936. A couple of things to note, obviously, is the front porch is there. Also, there is a fairly large overhang

at the second floor. And then a dormer up in the attic.

If you go to the next picture, this is taken in 1953 and you'll notice, of course, that the front porch is

missing. At some point, that was removed. It looks like there is also a large arch over the front door. At some point

that was removed as well.

And so there were a lot of changes to the exterior. You can see the three over one windows existing

on the second floor that were changed. You can see the big overhang here.

So at some point, in fact, the whole, you may know exactly Kate, the whole roof was revised, because if

you go to the next picture which was taken in 1999, not long after Kate and Bob bought the house, you can see the

overhang is much less. The dormer has been revised with different windows and also a much different overhang on

it. So there.has been some changes there.

You can•see they are one over one windows now. All the historic windows have been removed, and the

front door has a whole different arrangement. So --

MR. KYLE: I think what happened was when the fire happened, the third floor was flattened, and the

prior owner put that third floor back on it. But when they did that, he didn't recreate the overhang in a historically

correct way. I'm not exactly sure why, but it just wasn't done that way. That's what the prior owner had done. He

put that back. And also as Chris will point out. put the windows up there which also were different, as you'll recall,

from the 1936 photo.

MR. SNOWBER: Okay. So the next picture, so in 2000, Bob and Kate hired our firm to add a front

porch, which was a proposal that was supported by the Historic Preservation Commission. We had some issues with

the Village, just because there were some zoning issues. But they accepted it and we were allowed to put the porch

back, as pretty much a recreation of the original porch as we could do.

Prior to that time, in the mid-nineties, there was another, there were a few other additions made to the

house. One on the rear which we'll eventually get, but we'll stay on the front for a second here. But the main thing

that was added that's significant towards the front is, this addition was put onto the side of the house.



Sorry, if you go back one, I believe, yes, you can see it there on the far right. And that's on the west

side of the house. It's a one-story room with a fireplace with a chimney that extends up front it. And it was not done

with the porch. When we added the porch, if you go to the next one, we then integrated the porch cave line with that

addition so it sort of all tied in together.

If you go to the next slide, you can see that's what that addition looked like that was put on.

MR. FULLER: When do we think that was done?

MS. FULTON: Mid-nineties also.

MR. SNOWBER: Mid-nineties, yes, before Kate and Bob owned the house. Okay. And the next one.

This is the rear elevation that someone was asking about. .

So what was added on there is on the left, again, done in the mid-nineties. The comment of the LAP

had about the foundation and whether the addition should be, any addition we do is in line or not is relevant to that

addition was made completely plain and with the rear of the house. So the foundation and the siding are all separated

by a downspout. But they are all co-planar. So the logic would be, any addition that goes above this would have to

be built on top of that same wall.

And then the other addition -- the kitchen addition you think was done earlier?

MS. FULTON: No, it turns out that it was actually done in the seventies.

MR. SNOWBER: Right.

MS. FULTON: Because the prior owner bought the house in 1975, when the roof was flat. So she

actually was in the neighborhood recently, and she told us that she added the kitchen when they first bought the

house in the late seventies; that pop-out on the rear.

MR. SNOWBER: So that is, and then we have one more shot of the east side of the house, which was

taken sort of from Irving Street. You'll see the side elevation, and you can see how that overhang is much less, the

cave overhang is much less than it was on the original.

So let's just quickly, I'll just go through, here are the existing elevations of the house as they are right

now, including the front porch that we added. Okay. There is that one-story addition that was added in the nineties,

and the seventies kitchen on the far right there. Okay. This is the rear elevation.
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The foundation of the addition on the left is, that was done in stucco. The original is brick. Okay. And

then this is a site plan of the existing house on the lot. As Anne mentioned, we are at about 31 percent lot coverage

right now. We have about 300 more square feet we could add. And that garage is existing over in the lower right

hand corner.

So our proposal is to add this second story wing over the existing first story. And you can see it in grey.

And you can see it's ridged, and how the ridge does come lower than the ridge of the main house. Go to the next

one.

This is -- go ahead. So these are the existing floor plans. This is the first floor plan. You can see the

entry is up in the upper left hand corner, and then down the lower right here is this one-story existing, the story that

exists, and then our wrap-around porch that connects the two entries. Go ahead.

This is the existing second floor. Four bedrooms here on the second floor, one original bathroom and

then a second bathroom that was added into the middle of the house. It's labeled as master bathroom. It has no

windows. It has a skylight up on the roof, but it's a fairly small room with no windows. And there is the master

bedroom with a single closet in it. Okay.

This is the existing attic on the house. And we're not -- the only change we're proposing up there is to

the windows. Okay.

So then this is the proposed plan which takes the existing bathroom in the hallway, converts it into a

bathroom for one of the other bedrooms. And now for the other three bedrooms on the second floor which share two

baths. And then our proposal is to add a wing over the existing first floor addition, which would include a master

bedroom and bathroom and closet area. Next.

And this is then a rendering of that taken from the same shot, and the same location the photographs

were taken earlier. Among the changes are, obviously, the second story addition above the first, we'd have to extend

a chimney that exists on the one-story addition up, so it goes beyond our eave line there. We would, on the addition,

and also on the existing house, replace the existing one over one windows with three over one windows.

And then in the dormer in the front, replace the currently one light casement windows with smaller six

light windows. They'd be two high, three high, similar to the rendering that we saw in the 1936 photo.
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Okay. So here are the photos again showing the mass of the proposed addition and how it's set back,

well back from the face of it, as well as down from the ridge line of the main house. Again, the windows are. similar

in scale to the existing house. And we'd add shutters on, this front elevation as well.

The side elevation here with the new chimney, the existing chimney extended upwards, new windows

on the side here as well. Where we have narrower windows, we'd use a two over one light pattern, rather than a three

over one. And around to the rear, the same thing, pairing of windows, and again, building right on top of the

existing. So again, the same claim above and below. And that is more or less in the same plane as the corner of the

house.

And here is then that front rendering. And we've just got a few neighborhood pictures to show. This is

the house directly across the street at 3 West Irving Street. This house has a front porch, and it had an addition, as we

come around to the side of the house you can see, it had an addition that was added. It started off as sort of an open

porch, and then it has been filled in. So now, keep going around if you would, you can see it is now a two-story

porch, larger on the first floor than the second floor, that wraps all the way around to the rear of the house. So there's

a -- you can sort of see it from that photograph right there.

Another, another house, right on, it's on the other side of Connecticut Avenue on Grafton, is this house

on the west side of Connecticut Avenue. This is an existing sort of similar house, similar from a similar time. It's a

center hall, but it's a similar massing. And then it has an addition. I can't tell, but I'm assuming this addition on the

left was done fairly recently. But if you go to the next slide, this is an addition I think that was original to the house.

And it sort of shows, again, sort of the main massing with a stepped back two-story addition.

So again, I can't completely tell. My guess is that perhaps the semi-circular portion on the far right

might have been added later. It had a, maybe a two-story main rectangular mass, but this other part was added. But

again, the precedent of a main mass with a two-story mass setback, that keeps the same eave line, keeps the same hip

roof is the kind of thing that we are proposing.

Okay. Anything else? Kate? No.

MR. KYLE: No. I mean, we would just add, you know, we really love this house, and we love it

because it's historic and it has a lot of character. Our history with the house really is preservation, but it's also



restoration, particularly in the sense of rebuilding the porch, which I think really changed it.

As Kate said, when we bought the house it looked like a face without a nose, and you needed to put the

porch back on it to really give it the character that it ought to have. So we are very committed to keeping it in line

with the community and the historic nature of where we live. And we did a lot of landscaping and so forth which I

personally did before my back was destroyed, to bring it back.

So we'd like to continue that. And we've asked Chris to do this in a style that preserves the integrity of

the house. We just can't really move back, because we're just trying --our goal here really is just to expand the

master bedroom and add some baths, because it is really pretty constricted the way it is. So we really only need a

second floor addition. So if you move backwards, you've got to deal with the whole first floor, which we don't really

need, and the lot coverage limitations with regard to.that, as well.

MR. SNOWBER: Thank you.

MR. KYLE: Thank you.

MR. FULLER: Thank you. Are there questions or comments of the applicant?

MS. ALDERSON: Yes, just one. On the rear facade, the rear elevation, it appears that, I'm just saying

this if you can confirm, that even without the downspout, there is actually a --

MR. SNOWBER: Yes.

MS. ALDERSON: -- trim piece that separated the blocks so that you don't have the siding from one

building running into the other

as well.

MR. SNOWBER: Right, l noticed there is a corner board there when I was looking at the photograph

MS. ALDERSON: Okay. So they do read as separate.

MR. SNOWBER: We would continue that as well, right.

MS. ALDERSON: Thank you.

MR. SNOWBER: Thanks for clarifying.

MR. FULLER: Let's just go down the row.

MS. MILES: I think it's fine and I would approve it as it is.
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MS. ANAHTAR: Yes, again, it's a nicely done addition and modest in size. Since it's going on top of

an existing addition, I don't see a problem with differentiating anything in the back because you can't do the same

thing, you don't have to do the same thing on the sides -- at the front an on the side anyway. So I would approve

again the way it is.

MR. SNOWBER: Thank you.

MR. ROTENSTEIN: I think this is approvable as it is. I want to commend the applicants and the

architect for putting together a very professional package, and I appreciate the amount of research that you've put into

preparing this.

MR. FLEMING: I also think this is a very nice design. But I was watching the slides and hearing you

talking, and it appeared, and I could be seeing something wrong here, is that the addition would be smaller than the

other part of the house. But one of these back shots it looked like the rear addition was higher than the rest of the

house. I don't know. If you can go back through the slides here, I mean, not the slides, but just the presentation.R.

SNOWBER: Okay, keep going, okay.

FLEMING: No, go the other way, the other way.

MR. SNOWBER: So there's the front. There's the side. There's the rear. The roof is not taller than --

MR. FLEMING: Come on back. It wasn't this one. It was a real, just a real quick shot I saw.

MR. SNOWBER: I think this is the only view of the rear in the photograph, and then this elevation.

There is no rendering of the back. Do you want us to keep going?

MR. FLEMING: Yes, please. Well, I think that was it. All right.

MR. SNOWBER: Sorry.

MR. FLEMING: Okay. Sorry.

MR. SNOWBER: Okay. No problem.

MS. ALDERSON: I think it makes all the difference in the world that it's pulled back. It's very

respectful. It's seamless. Adding the porch was the best thing you could have done to the house. It's a great success.

And I hope we'll keep on file that after story, which obviously was a very successful work permit. So we appreciate

that you're that sensitive, and the drawings are great. It makes it easy for us. Thanks for all the preparation.
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MR. SNOWBER: Thank you.

1~1 e-
MR. Thank you.

MR. BURSTYN: I concur with the previous Commissioner's comments.

MR. FULLER: I think you heard you made a mistake. You should have come in with a HAWP.

Thank you for your time.

MR. SNOWBER: Thank you for your time. Thank you very much.

MR. FULLER: Thank you.
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Fothergill, Anne

From: Bourke, Tom (Winchester Homes, Inc.)(Tom) [tom.bourke@whihomes.com]
Sent: Tuesday, October 09, 2007 5:12 PM
To: Fothergill, Anne; Manarolla, Kevin; Silver, Joshua
Cc: Bob Elliott; Bourke email file; FeldmanGS@aol.com; abjdoe@gmail.com;

r.marshes@verizon.net; Stephens, Betsy; Wellington, P. (ccv)
Subject: 4 East Irving, 5815 Cedar Pkwy - HPC 10-10-07

The following are the comments of the LAP for the HPC hearing of 10-10-07 (for Preliminary Consultation)

5815 Cedar Pkwy
Contributing resource
Two-story side addition, one-story rear addition

Staff noted that the HPC "generally does not support side additions", but "if a new two-story addition is.supported by the
Commission," then staff would recommend that the addition be set back.
The LAP concurs with that recommendation. Our Guidelines do permit major additions-on the sides of houses under
certain limited circumstances, and the LAP's view is that the circumstances here do warrant permitting a major side
addition if it is set back and not flush with the front plane of the house. In this case (as opposed to the next case) the
prior addition is to be completely removed and the location of the design aspect questioned by staff is on the front of the
house . Therefore we fully support the staff recommendation.

4 East Irving
Contrib. resource
Second story addition at side of house

Staff recommends approval if rear elevation of addition is inset , and the LAP supports approval of the proposal.
In this case, however, we are less concerned than Staff regarding the alignment of the rear wall - we feel that it is in the
rear and subject to less scrutiny, and we recognize that the current one-story 1996 addition (and therefore its bearing wall)
is flush with the rear wall of the house - Therefore setting the new structure back would pose an undue structural hardship
for an element which is not visible from the street.

Submitted for the LAP by
Tom Bourke, Chairman

Thomas K. Bourke

tel: 301.803.4901 - fax: 301.803.4929 - cell: 301,252.9931
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from first staff report (Preliminary Consulta(ion)

STAFF DISCUSSION

This house has undergone extensive alterations over time including changes resulting from major damage
from a very bad fire in 1953, window replacement, attic removal, attic reconstruction (1996), front porch
removal (sometime between 1936 and 1953), front porch reconstruction (in 2000), and two first floor
additions (1996). The applicants have provided a lot of history on this house including photos from 1936,
1953, and 1999.

Staff would normally recommend locating an addition at the rear, and the applicants did attempt to add on
to the back of the house but it would not work for their needs and the house. It is clear that adding onto
the footprint of this house would not be recommended since the existing lot coverage is already very high
for the historic district-31 %. The Guidelines state that second story expansions that do not exceed the
footprint of the first floor should be reviewed with moderate scrutiny.

The applicants are proposing to locate the second floor addition above a 1996 addition where it is set back
from the front of the house and will not impact the wraparound porch below (while the porch is not .
original, it was designed to match the original). The new roofline is lower than the ridge of the historic
house. One second story window would be removed but it is not an original window - it was replaced
after a fire in 1953. Staff recommends that the applicants inset the rear elevation of the addition so that

the rear left corner of the house still reads and there will not be one long plane across the back. Staff
supports the proposal to return the windows to they types that were in the house originally, especially in
the attic.

Overall, staff finds that the addition and alterations are sensitive to the historic house and the streetscape
and that the proposed addition's location is an attempt to minimize adverse impacts to the historic
massing.
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III-C

MONTGOMERY COUNTY HISTORIC PRESERVATION COMMISSION
STAFF REPORT

Address: 4 East Irving Street, Chevy Chase Meeting Date: 10/10/2007

Resource: Contributing Resource Report Date: 10/3/2007
Chevy Chase Village Historic District

Applicant: Bob Kyle and Kate Fulton (Chris Snowber, Architect) Public Notice: 9/26/2007

Review: Preliminary Consultation Tax Credit: None

Case Number: N/A Staff: Anne Fothergill

PROPOSAL: Second story addition and alterations to house

STAFF RECOMMENDATION: Revise and proceed to a HAWP

ARCHITECTURAL DESCRIPTION

SIGNIFICANCE: _ Contributing Resource within the Chevy Chase Village Historic District
STYLE: Colonial Revival
DATE: 1906

PROPOSAL

The applicants are proposing to add a second story to an existing 1996 addition on the right side of the
house. The applicants are also proposing to restore the second and third floor windows that were replaced
after a 1953 fire. The second floor windows would be 3-over-1 double hung wood windows and the attic
windows would be multi-lite wood casements. See existing and proposed plans in Circles

APPLICABLE GUIDELINES

When reviewing alterations and new construction within the Chevy Chase Village Historic District several
documents are to be utilized as guidelines to assist the Commission in developing their decision. These
documents include the historic preservation review guidelines in the approved and adopted amendment for
the Chevy Chase Village Historic District (Guidelines), Montgomery County Code Chapter 24A (Chapter
24A), and the Secretary of the Interior's Standards for Rehabilitation (Standards). The pertinent
information in these documents is outlined below.

Chevy Chase Village Historic District

The Guidelines define a Contributing Resource as "A resource which contributes to the overall character of the
district and its streetscape, but which is of secondary architectural and historical significance. A resource may be
classified as contributing if it is a common or ubiquitous example of an architectural style that is important to the
historic district, or if it was an outstanding resource that, while still identifiable as a specific architectural style, has
lost some degree of its architectural integrity due to alterations. Contributing resources add to the overall streetscape
due to their size, scale, and architectural character."

The Guidelines break down specific projects into three levels of review - Lenient, Moderate and Strict Scrutiny.
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"Lenient Scrutiny" means that the emphasis of the review should be on issues of general massing and scale, and
compatibility with the surrounding streetscape, and should allow for a very liberal interpretation of preservation
rules. Most changes should be permitted unless there are major problems with massing, scale or compatibility.

"Moderate Scrutiny" involves a higher standard of review than "lenient scrutiny." Besides issues of massing, scale
and compatibility, preserving the integrity of the resource is taken into account. Alterations should be designed so
that the altered structure still contributes to the district. Use of compatible new materials, rather than the original
building materials, should be permitted. Planned changes should be compatible with the structure's existing design,
but should not be required to replicate its architectural style.

"Strict Scrutiny" means that the planned changes should be reviewed to insure that the integrity of the significant
exterior architectural or landscaping features and details is not compromised. However, strict scrutiny should not be
"strict in theory but fatal in fact" i.e. it does not mean that there can be no changes but simply that the proposed
changes should be reviewed with extra care.

Specifically, the Guidelines state:

o Lot coverage should be subject to strict scrutiny, in view of the critical importance of preserving the
Village's open park-like character.

o Second or third story additions or expansions which do not exceed the footprint of the first story
should be subject to moderate scrutiny, in view of the predominance of large scale issues in the Village.

Montgomery County Code; Chapter 24A

A HAWP permit should be issued if the Commission finds that:

L The proposal will not substantially alter the exterior features of a historic site or historic resource
within a historic district.

2. The proposal is compatible in character and nature with the historical archaeological, architectural
or cultural features of the historic site or the historic district in which a historic resource is located
and would not be detrimental thereto of to the achievement of the purposes of this chapter.

In the case of an application for work on a historic resource located within a historic district, the
Commission shall be lenient in its judgment of plans for structures of little historical or design significance
or for plans involving new construction, unless such plans would seriously impair the historic or
architectural value surrounding historic resources or would impair the character of the historic district.

Secretary of the Interior's Standards for Rehabilitation:

# 2: The historic character of a property will be retained and preserved. The removal of distinctive materials or
alteration of features, spaces, and spatial relationships that characterize a property will be avoided.

#9: New additions, exterior alterations, or related new construction will not destroy historic materials, features, and
spatial relationships that characterize the property. The new work shall be differentiated from the old and will
be compatible with the historic materials, features, size, scale and proportion, and massing to protect the
integrity of the property and its environment.

STAFF DISCUSSION

This house has undergone extensive alterations over time including changes resulting from major damage
from a very bad fire in 1953, window replacement, attic removal, attic reconstruction (1996), front porch
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removal (sometime between 1936 and 1953), front porch reconstruction (in 2000), and two first floor
additions (199.6). The applicants have provided a lot of history on this house including photos from 1936,
1953, and 1999.

Staff would normally recommend locating an addition at the rear, and the applicants did attempt to add on
to the back of the house but it would not work for their needs and the house. It is clear that adding onto the
footprint of this house would not be recommended since the existing lot coverage is already very high for
the historic district-31 %. The Guidelines state that second story expansions that do not exceed the
footprint of the first floor should be reviewed with moderate scrutiny.

The applicants are proposing to locate the second floor addition above a 1996 addition where it is set back
from the front of the house and will not impact the wraparound porch below (while the porch is not
original, it was designed to match the original). The new roofline is lower than the ridge of the historic
house. One second story window would be removed but it is not an original window - it was replaced after
a fire in 1953. Staff recommends that the applicants inset the rear elevation of the addition so that the rear
left corner of the house still reads and there will not be one long plane across the back. Staff supports the
proposal to return the windows to they types that were in the house originally, especially in the attic.

Overall, staff finds that the addition and alterations are sensitive to the historic house and the streetscape
and that the proposed addition's location is an attempt to minimize adverse impacts to the historic massing.

STAFF RECOMMENDATION

Staff recommends that the applicant revise the proposal based on the comments of staff and the HPC and
then return to apply for a Historic Area Work Permit application.
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Fothergill, Anne

From: Chris Snowber [chris@hamiltonsnowber.com]
Sent: Friday, September 21, 2007 4:29 PM
To: Fothergill, Anne; Robert D. Kyle; Kathryn.Fulton@barclayscapital.com>

<Kathryn. Fulton@barclayscapital.com
Subject: 4 East Irving Street: Submission for Preliminary Consultation, 1 of 2
Attachments: IMG_1297.jpg; kylesketch1.pdf; ATT194031.htm; IMG_1445.jpg; ATT194032.htm; IMG_

1452.jpg; ATT194033.htm; IM6_1447.jpg; ATT194034.htm; IMG_1454.jpg; ATT194035.htm

Bob Kyle and Kate Fulton live with their two children at 4 East Irving Street, a classic four-square home with a
restored covered porch; the original house was built in 1905. Sometime between 1936 and 1953, the original
covered porch was removed. In 1953 a fire destroyed much of the front of the house. The post-fire house had a
flat roof, and new 1-over-1 windows, were installed. The wrap-around porch wa.s not restored, however. In
1996, the attic dormer was restored as a full third story living space and two, one-story additions were added,
including a family room with fireplace and chimney to the west, andan octagonal bay on the south (rear). A
back deck was also added in 1996. A new front porch, designed to match the original, was designed by
Hamilton Snowber Architects in 2000 and added to the house that same year..
The proposed scope of work adds a second-story over the 1996 addition, matching the existing footprint. The
hipped roof, eave details, windows, siding and trim all match the existing details of the house. The existing
chimney would be extended above the new eave line.
The proposal adds new work that is visible both from the front of the house (Irving Street) and the side
(Connecticut Avenue), through an adjacent neighbor's yard. Prior to arriving at this design solution, other
design options were explored, including at the rear of the house. However, since the program for the project
only adds square footage at the second floor (adjacent to the existing Master Bedroom), it was found that a rear
projectionwould require either building unnecessary square footage at the first floor, or creating a covered
porch, which would deprive adjacent rooms of light. It was concluded thatb.uilding above the existing Family
Room was the most reasonable way to add on to the house, as it is being placed over an existing footprint of
recent vintage, thereby minimizing the amount of disturbance to existing original fabric. There are further
concerns about preserving rear yard space and staying within lot coverage requirements, given the existing
garage from 1916 that occupies the southwest corner of the site.
Finally, it should be noted that the house immediately across from this, at 3 Irving Street, filled in a second-
story side addition on their home in the mid-1990's. pypJvp fri a WQg ZS ' Z $

Christopher R. Snowber AIA
Hamilton Snowber Architects
202-332-5416
Fax: 202-332-4541
www.hamiltonsnowber.com
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Architects

Proposed Elevation - South Fulton-Kyle Residence

4 East Irving Street

Chevy Chase, MD 20815

September 21, 2007
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Existing Elevation - West Fulton-Kyle Residence

4 East Irving Street

Chevy Chase, MD 20815

September 21, 2007

1/8" = 1'-0"
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Proposed Elevation - West
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Fulton-Kyle Residence

4 East Irving Street

Chevy Chase, MD 20815

September 21, 2007
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S N O W B E R

N~ Architects

Proposed Exterior View Fulton Kyle Residence

4 East Irving Street

Chevy Chase, MD 20815

October 3, 2007
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Existing First Floor Plan Fulton-Kyle Residence

4 East Irving Street

Chevy Chase, MD 20815

September 21, 2007
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Existing Second Floor Plan Fulton-Kyle Residence

4 East Irving Street

Chevy Chase, MD 20815

September 21, 2007
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Proposed Second Floor Plan Fulton-Kyle Residence

4 East Irving Street

Chevy Chase, MD 20815

September 21, 2007
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Existing Attic Plan Fulton-Kyle Residence

4 East Irving Street

Chevy Chase, MD 20815

September 21, 2007
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Fothergill, Anne

Subject: FW: Cedar/Irving

From: Chris Snowber [mailto:chris@hamiltonsnowber.com]
Sent: Monday, October 01, 2007 4:44 PM
To: Fothergill, Anne
Cc: Robert D. Kyle; Kate Fulton
Subject: Re: Cedar/Irving

Anne:

4 East Irving Street Existing Lot Coverage:

Existing house and covered porch: 2306 sf
Existing garage: 366 sf
Total lot coverage: 2672 sf

Existing lot: 8500 sf

Lot coverage: 2672/8500 = 31.4%

Zoning is R60, 35% max. lot coverage

Chris

Christopher R. Snowber AIA
Hamilton Snowber Architects
202-332-5416
Fax: 202-332-4541
www.hamiltonsnowber.com
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Fothergill, Anne

From: Chris Snowber [chris@hamiltonsnowber.coml
Sent: Wednesday, October 03, 2007 9:48 AM
To: Fothergill, Anne
Subject: 4 East Irving Street
Attachments: 071003-FultonExt.pdf; ATT165117.htm; fultonbw2.pdf; ATT165118.htm; firearticle.pdf;

ATT165119.htm; fultonpreporch.pdf; ATT165120.htm

Anne: I assume that you received yesterday the front perspective rendering for the house. I believet hat this
drawing gives a clearer sense of how the addition will look from the the street. I am also including with this
email an updated version of this drawing, showing two changes to windows on the house. As I mentioned
before, the house sustained significant damage as a resulot of a devastating fire in January of 1953; the interior

was gutted, the third floor was destroyed beyond repair and was removed from the house, and the front of the
house also suffered severe damage. When the the house was repaired, a number of changes were made. The
attic dormer windows, which previously were multi-lite casements, were replaced with oversized, one-lite
casements (the third floor was not restored until the mid 1990s, and the house has a flat roof until then) and the
first  and second floor windows were changed from 3-over-1 to 1-over-1 windows. We would propose at this

time to restore the windows to their original design and also carry the 3-over-1 lite pattern into the new addition
that we are proposing. As with the front porch that we added in 2000, we are exercising every opportunity to
achieve the highest possible quality of design and detail.in accordance with the historic integrity of the house.

I am also including in this email copies of three pictures of this house. On is from 1936, and clearly shows the
original porch design and windows that I described The second, an article from the Washington Star, shows the
house after the 1953 fire and the damage that was done. The third color photo shows the house as it looked
when Kyle-Fultons purchased it, without any front porch, and with the side addition.
One other note regarding the proposal to place the addition on the side of the house, and thus subject it to
greater scrutiny from the HPC. The program for the addition is simply to add closet space and a master
bathroom to the house. The existing closet space is minimal, and currently the owners have their clothes in
various rooms in the house. The current master bath is small interior space with only a small sink and shower
and has , a skylight as the only source of light.

As we looked at other.places to put these elements, and not wanting to give up any existing bedrooms on the
house, we considered going out to the side or the rear.
The lot coverage requirement for this zone (R-60), is 35%, which we are under by approximately 300 s.£,
which would limit the size of any rear addition. At the same time, the square footage we are trying to add needs
to be at the second floor level, and towards the rear, there is no square footage over which to build. This would
either mean building new square footage below just to have something under the addition, leading to great and
unnecessary expense, or creating open covered space below, which would take light away from the rooms on
the first floor, and result in rooms with cold floors up above. Finally, building across the rear (southern) part of
the house would take away light from the two existing rear bedrooms.
In reviewing some of your own guidelines, I suggest that it can be argued that the addition we are proposing
meets the criteria of being a project where a rear addition is not practicable., Further, I think that the design that
we have developed meets the test for moderate scrutiny in that the structure continues to contribute to the
district, uses compatible materials, including window detail elements of appropriate scale and character, and is
of a generally compatible architectural style.
The owners have showed a great interest in converting this house into a fine contributing element to the historic
district.. Their efforts to restore the front porch demonstrate their commitment to the historic significance of the
house., and we believe our proposed design is consistent with your criterial for acceptance..
I would appreciate your reviewing this material, and I would welcome your questions and comments.
Thanks very much,
Chris
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Attorney Suffocates
In Chevy Chase dire;
5 Firemen Injured
A former GOvtrhmtnt alter-

ALy tuns suftocatcd and at least ,
tvc firemen .11flere3 sligbt bUX=
or were overcome by smoke dW
!rg .a stubborn C14 which coin-
plctely burned out an expensive!
home !a Chery Chase, odd„ last;
A1gne.
Tbc dead man, wi4"c body

war, found in a hallway, wad!
Charles A. Potterer. 42, of No. 4
East rvnig ttrect, where. the Are I
ace,=ed_ 'Police said 'he aD-
parcntly h*4 been smoking whil<
watching w1eviaiaa •and *bad I
Iallen asleep in an upholstered
cam, Only the chair wrll=`:
rsmained alter the .IIra was mi-
fltr control. .. .

ActPUttertr, Wes t-ayla8" tvStB
" brvtber, Jasges P. UP6114hu:m
of 5038 Iowa avenue NM ~af1•.j
.9pellbring identlded the -body ttt ,
,b'ubtrhan Eoepftal- Mr. Mtitrer i
wad with the Reconstruction j
Finance Corporation for six i
start.

Capt, Garrett Treated.
-NL,. FutLe^er's body was re-i

moved from the boust by CapL.I
James H. Garrett of the ChnY
Craw Fire Departzaent. rapt.
Garrett suffered mfnor first and
eccond dtsree burns to his rmnds
and face andwas treated at
SLburhar. Baspitai.
Dr. F.J. Broechert, medianI

ezaminu ,t aeant7omery carats,
4aid Mr. f Utterer -- anLO,ated
by the dame amok, Then w~~e

serious cu,•ns oa tilt boQy-
Dr. Hroschart issued a ctrtiflcate
of death by eu[location. lrifr. Fuu '
tarps: son, Charles C. Fil#Crcr.
19. tvld notlye that When be went
out ahortly aster c P=- he saw
?44 `ailicr attain¢ bl the chair

,

watchiac te!tN=Oe.

bloat Futile attetayt.
Another &•amen requiring

treatment was AAILStant Cmel
Pa~i', kiarding of the 8etce4ngton : 4934 him wma ant was inside.

FireDcpaxtmcnt. who made a vie burning building. Attar
fULWc attempt to get Mr. FtuttMr : forcing the front door, Mr, Hard.
one. IIe also was stbOS 17 burned: ins, equipped wicli a gas maal:.at 'At hands act+ face.

Also requiring treatment at the ' 
started down tae 1mcs lie was
forced bank by im. shootma

scenFirtt for 
M. 
& SGlict lof the out o. a aldx roam.F bev7 C l.i. t Glien al the Mr. F'uttertr's body was foundChevy o oth department, and at ,n tho hallway whit his coatMcn two ache; urlida police Zinc- 1 ,.Sled up mound his head as if.men required o?5'iiFa• police sate.'; to had tried to prot4ot his faceThe Beth:tsda-Chew Chase Rct-': from tr+t flee .-Ys. Harding said..cue Squad lino ltd ttnupmrilt a: .1 said it apt~eared aL-. Pvturcr,file scree. was heading for the rear door.'The fire a 100 30 nee are .

aho_"Lt5' bcfors 1e:90 'pm.. ant { Toe Cnevy Chase and Ken-
qulc'aly envtlopcd the first poor t 

a'.ngtan Fir, nepartmeaw and
and baaemcuc of ihr big Ironic! the Bethesda, Chevy Chase Res-
hause. whlcb conLaincd flvo bed. ( mic Squad ;iYivcd. floss Hoax;
rooms on its 5CCORd d.Dnr. }'lr, ̀ -e a run torn Line hoact and I
Marna! Cherie: Howe, cf loco,- I Cat" Gatrc.t pulled the body j
COW cry County, ettirnatcd thei,"t.
ve]ue of the holr:c at about 145,-' Mr, 1~iitse-tr..was with •the
orlo. a I RFC from 1912 to 1996 arid Zrom

Fair Discovered Blaze, I -1939 to 194:, He went wAb the
--Y EngLtaers in 2841, and

34r. Battling said be, Chief' Mt,, the wa;,- ,crved as ceunscl
Barry Hawkins. Capt itaicaacd; with the Corignssionai Com-1ynth and f 7t. etudes Grego,; mitten on Gcvernmerft Expendi-
all o: the flenrinpton detest-;Lures under %2pprasentafi,c
Mtot, were returning ID Lhc..$.w'dF, Deraxsat, of virgiuia,
chief's DW from Fairfax. Va., Mr. Fa#,i!xr was with thewhere they had been inspectins, t7harles W. -zoung Co.,, ot, .lVew•a new slot-}ltDCe. yor;. from. 1838 to. 1&?0, as nn

Mnt;2 were proceeding north 1 investment touted. lea 5pe-
on Connecticut avenue. 141r. dally was radroa.d rexarch, lieHarding said. at ?oaccd out o[' also wee connected with fnsOne car window at the 'Deer. I union T u.I co., of Pittsburgh,
section of East Irving street and ; Pa,
noticed the flue '•belehing out,, He was graduated from Mary-
or the front and nrst.naor win. land Ti nine-.r„Y m 1925. and wok
Cow&. The F11tterer home is ,, iew' dcK::.e at George Wash.
ZAMc dis-tance trotr, the avenue. lagton Unive-sity Law s tiv.ol in
V- Hft?tirtg said a man ca--Rc ]930. Fuha:-i,1 arrangements are

out o: a house next door and • being handie-e by Gowicr d:

20/03/07 07:44 Pg: 2/2

,,-art
,—ar , .ZFuT--8F-d -Firemen eater )-e two-story frame bousc at 4 East Irving strect. Cherry
Chase, where x former Govern' Tit attorney, Charles A. Futtwer, 49, lost his life last nigbr,
The ntobborn fire raged vat of trot for an hoar. —Photo by Ernest Gosbte.
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Fothergill, Anne

From: Chris Snowber [chris@hamiltonsnowber.com] .

Sent: Wednesday, October 03, 2007 9:50 AM
To: Fothergill, Anne
Subject: 4 East Irving Street

Anne: This is a house at 10 Grafton Street in the village that shows a four-square, not unlike 4 East Irving, with an earlier side addition

to the west and a newer side addition to the east. I think the point here would be that it is not unusual to have a house like this with a

set back side addition.

Chris

Christopher R. Snowber AIA
Hamilton Snowber Architects
202-332-5416
Fax: 202-332-4541
www.hamiltonsnowber.com
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